
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 
EDUCATION COMMAND 

2076 SOUTH STREET 
QUANTICO, VA 22134 

Language, Regional Expertise, and Culture (LREC) Training Support Request (TSR) Form 
Today’s Date 
Unit Requesting Support 
Unit Commander 
Unit Primary & Secondary POC 
Rank, Name, email(SNCO/Officer)
Unit POC Commercial/DSN/Mobile 

REGION/CULTURE TRAINING REQUIREMENT 

Class 
Number of 
Students 

Class Dates Training Location Notes 

LANGUAGE TRAINING REQUIREMENT 

Class 
Number of 
Students 

Class Dates Training Location Notes 

LREC SME SUPPORT REQUIREMENT 
Event # SMEs Date(s) Training Location Notes 

EXPEDITIONARY CULTURE and LANGUAGE EXPERT (ECLE) SUPPORT (aka CULAD) 
Geographic COCOM Dates Countries/Language(s) Supported Notes 

The requesting unit is responsible for coordinating suitable training venues and funding all costs. Contracted LREC training and 
operational support is procured through task orders and the associated procurement requests (PRs). First, units submit a TSR to 
CRSS_Training@usmcu.edu no later than T-45 (T = the first day of the month of training, e.g. NLT 15 April for training 
beginning during June). 90-120 days of lead time is recommended for ECLE support. Second, CAOCL/CRSS personnel send an 
independent government cost estimate to the requesting unit POC(s). Third, the requesting unit submits a PR (and if any details 
changed, also send an updated TSR to CRSS_Training@usmcu.edu) NLT T-35. Lastly, CAOCL/CRSS personnel submit the task 
order to the contracting office NLT T-30. Only federal employees or uniformed personnel in an active status may sign this TSR; 
contractors are legally prohibited from doing so. See https://www.usmcu.edu/caocl/training/ for additional information.  

Organization:

he standard package is ission ssential 
ords  hrases

Amplifying remarks:

Signature / date 

*by providing electronic signature, you verify that the information provided is accurate, 
and you have the authority to request this training.

CENTER FOR REGIONAL AND SECURITY STUDIES

Training Support Request (TSR) 
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